
 

As cars become increasingly driverless,
people are already seeking analogue motoring
experiences
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According to those in the industry, and researchers too, driverless cars
will totally revolutionise the way we think about individual transport.
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They will change the way we work and rest. They could herald the end
of traffic jams, and have the potential to change the lives of disabled
people, to give a few examples. But as the push to get autonomous
vehicles on the roads accelerates, there is one factor that deserves more
consideration—the changing role of the human driver.

For many, driving is about getting from A to B, but even for those who
wouldn't class themselves as "petrolheads," driving can be enjoyable. In
fact, researchers argue that drivers can develop emotional connections to
their cars and the experience of driving. Others have shown that this 
emotional connection to cars is important for brand loyalty, and for
many manufacturers emotion, or the emotive aspect of the driving
experience, is a key part of their brand.

But we are moving closer and closer to a world where cars will not need
drivers. Many new cars on the market, such as the Nissan Leaf or the 
Volvo V90, already contain some of the elements needed for
"conditional automation," where technology can control speed, steering
and other functions within specific conditions.

The most advanced systems allow cars, such as Audi's A8, to take full
control in certain situations. But as computers take the wheel, what will
happen to human relationships with cars?

The 'driver-car'

Building on existing research into car cultures, my Ph.D. theses looked at
how the driven car is more than just a vehicle. It can be understood as a
hybrid of human and machine. Drivers use their arms and hands to turn
the steering wheel, while legs and feet press the pedals. The human body
is an integral component of the driven car, as important as the engine or
the wheels.
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https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/driverless-cars-uk-roads-2019-self-driving-hacking-cyber-security-a8766716.html
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0263276404046068
https://phys.org/tags/emotional+connection/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jpim.12245
http://m.peugeot.com/en
https://www.porsche.com/uk/motorsportandevents/experience/
https://www.porsche.com/uk/motorsportandevents/experience/
https://www.nissan-global.com/EN/TECHNOLOGY/OVERVIEW/propilot_park.html
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/motor-shows-geneva-motor-show/2016-volvo-v90-prices-revealed-full-pictures-and-information
https://www.autoblog.com/2018/10/16/2019-audi-a8-l-review-first-drive/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAADTsb1OYp01ZfNYi6G5ZBVYTAq1psIdQZlqE70t5_HNCvVBD7rX27JBogyEiqshPjlYqL5XBsdK-ZQdO7mZUD62DXOWRVB78HR9marO-vGSMs_7Rmml7qG1B2iq9Q7zSEM3F6RH6WKn_ghiyGmbiZuRskBSJAo5a63w-6Tmx-VUD
https://phys.org/tags/human+relationships/
https://anthrosource.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1548-744X.2010.01029.x
https://pure.aber.ac.uk/portal/en/theses/enthusiasm-community-and-cars(49dba21d-767d-4e6c-8e07-3492d42e40d2).html
https://phys.org/tags/vehicle/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0263276404046061
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0263276404046061
https://phys.org/tags/human+body/


 

Thinking about the connection between car and driver as a "driver-car"
hybrid is one way of remembering the people in driverless cars. After
all, as MIT transportation researcher Ashley Nunes recently said,
"driverless will not mean humanless". These cars will still be used to
transport people, even if they are not driving them.

Until relatively recently, removing the human from the driver-car would
be just as drastic as removing the wheels, but increasingly we are moving
towards a future where people take a more passive role. Where arms and
hands previously kept a car in lane, now a programme can take over.
And where legs and feet once accelerated and braked, a computer can
control speed. For better or for worse, the human is increasingly being
written out of the story of driving.

New car enthusiasms?

The driver-car also describes a complex relationship between humans
and their cars, a connection which goes beyond embodiment to include 
emotional attachments to vehicles. Discussions of increasingly
humanless cars have already caused some to reflect on the joys of
driving which transcend the niches of petrolheads. Commenting in The
Guardian, writer and presenter Victoria Coren-Mitchell noted that
driving can be a "liberating and therapeutic activity", which we may lose
if we are no longer in the driving seat, as it were.

Of course, there is the possibility that new enthusiasms for non-
automated cars will arise out of the move towards fully autonomous
vehicles. Across a number of technologies, more and more people have
sought analogue experiences as digital has grown. Sales of vinyl records,
for example, have risen despite the popularity of music downloads and
streaming.

These non-automated cars could take the form of classic cars from a
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228850522_The_Driver-car
https://phys.org/tags/driverless+cars/
https://www.ft.com/content/125e4ef4-fc6f-11e8-b03f-bc62050f3c4e
https://www.mercedes-benzsouthwest.co.uk/about/news-and-events/active-lane-keeping-assist/
https://www.rac.co.uk/drive/news/motoring-news/mandatory-speed-limiters/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/249725932_Automotive_Emotions_Feeling_the_Car
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/oct/07/im-really-not-a-petrolhead-driverless-cars
https://phys.org/tags/autonomous+vehicles/
https://phys.org/tags/autonomous+vehicles/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/billrosenblatt/2018/09/18/vinyl-is-bigger-than-we-thought-much-bigger/


 

time before assisted driving, such as the original VW Beetle, or newer
vehicles designed to give control more to the human driver and less to
computer systems, such as the Ruf CTR.

Already some motoring commentators are talking of analogue driving,
building a movement focused on driving experience and connection
between the driver-car and the road, and manufacturers are picking up
on this too. Alois Ruf, owner of Ruf, mentioned above, has said that
their, "customers want an analogue car … a driver's car".

This analogue driving movement in part stems from the perceived
negative impacts of technology on the haptic experience of driving.
However, some manufacturers use language similar to that of the
analogue driving movement in their promotion of driverless cars,
suggesting that automated vehicles could in fact contribute to an
improved connection between driver-car and the road.

Jaguar Land Rover, for example, say that, "self-driving vehicles will
enhance the driver's experience—not replace it." Similarly, BMW
presents the driverless car as something which "expands the driver's
range of perception and transforms him or her into the ultimate driver."

One thing is for certain: as we move towards a near future where
driverless cars become more common, human attitudes towards cars and
driving will change dramatically. Only time will tell whether that will
end our emotional relationships with our vehicles, or change it into
something entirely new.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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https://aircooledcommunity.com/blog/is-it-a-good-idea-to-use-your-vw-bug-as-a-daily-driver/
https://carbuzz.com/news/the-ruf-ctr-is-the-undisputed-analog-supercar-star-of-geneva
https://www.roadandtrack.com/car-culture/a19436721/analog-cars-are-more-meaningful-in-the-digital-era/
https://www.caranddriver.com/features/a27507512/analog-cars-luxury-column/
https://www.jaguarlandrovercareers.com/go/Automated-Driving/3202901/
https://www.bmwgroup.com/en/next100/brandvisions.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-47144449
http://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/as-cars-become-increasingly-driverless-people-are-already-seeking-analogue-motoring-experiences-114884
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